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Itinerary Details
 
 

European Delight 2023
 

7Nights 8Days
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Day 1 : Arrive into Paris - the City of Lights and Glamour.
 

Welcome to the fashionable and elegant city known for its haute couture, renowned
museums, breathtaking beautiful monuments - Paris. Meet your friendly Travel
Professional outside the baggage hall and proceed to our hotel. (Check-in after 1500
hrs.). 

Overnight in Paris. (Dinner)

Dinner  
 

Day 2 : Enjoy a guided city tour of Paris. Take in a bird’s eye view of Paris from the Eiffel
Tower’s 02 Level.
 

Today proceed on a fascinating city tour. Marvel at the finest Parisian sights – the
Champs Elysees, Alexander Bridge, Invalides, Arc de Triomphe, Concorde Square,
Opera House and several others. Visit the iconic Eiffel Tower for a stunning view of the
city from the 2nd level.

Overnight in Paris. (Breakfast/Dinner)

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 3 : Onto Brussels for an orientation tour. Visit the miniature park – Mini Europe.
 

Proceed to Brussels, headquarters of the European Union and capital of Belgium. Visit
one of Europe's most beautiful squares, the Grand Place, the medieval Town Hall, and
the fabled Mannekin Pis statue. Drive past St. Michael’s Church and stop for a
photograph at the Atomium. Visit Mini-Europe a miniature park located at the foot of the
Atomium in Brussels. Mini-Europe is the only park where you can virtually travel across
Europe in just a few hours. Mini-Europe has reproductions of monuments in the
European Union on show, at a scale of 1:25. Stroll through the typical atmospheres of
the most beautiful cities of the Old Continent.

Overnight in Belgium. (Breakfast/Dinner)

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 4 : View the Cologne Cathedral - the largest Gothic Cathedral in Rhineland.
 

Today enjoy a scenic drive to Germany. Proceed to Cologne - a landmark of High
Gothic architecture set amid the reconstructed old town. The twin-spired Cologne
Cathedral, known for its gilded medieval reliquary and sweeping river views. Known for
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its famous Eau de Cologne, the imposing Cologne Cathedral, is a Gothic masterpiece
with 515 feet twin towers, a world heritage site and the largest cathedral in Northern
Europe.

Overnight in Germany. (Breakfast/Dinner)

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 5 : Drive to the heart of the Black Forest. Be awestruck at Europe’s most stunning
site - The Rhine Falls.
 

Today, drive to the heart of the Black Forest, known for its picturesque woods,
consisting of pines and firs. Be mesmerized with the scenic beauty of the quaint villages
in the region. Witness a demonstration of how cuckoo clocks are made. Sit back and
enjoy the picturesque drive towards Switzerland. Halt at Schaffhausen, where you see
the magnificent Rhine Falls - Europe’s biggest and most magnificent falls.

Overnight in Central Switzerland. (Breakfast/Dinner)

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 6 : Day free or you can opt for an excursion to the Magical Alpine wonderland of
Jungfraujoch.
 

The day is free to explore the city on your own or opt for the magical Alpine excursion to
Jungfraujoch - the Top of Europe, board a cogwheel train to reach the highest railway
station in Europe at 11,333 feet, to an Alpine wonderland of ice and snow. Visit Ice
Palace, experience a breathtaking panoramic view from the Sphinx Observation Terrace
and view the longest glacier in the Alps - the Aletsch Glacier. 

Overnight in Central Switzerland. (Breakfast/Packed Dinner)

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 7 : Visit Mt. Titlis and take an exciting ride up the snow-clad Swiss Alps in Rotair –
the world’s first rotating cable car. Enjoy an orientation tour of Lucerne.
 

Today, view the magnificent mountain peaks and glacier crevasses of Mt. Titlis in the
world’s first revolving cable car - Rotair. Mt. Titlis is central Switzerland’s loftiest peak,
covered with snow and ice and a visual treat. At 10,000 feet, get 360-degree view of the
Alpine landscape. Experience the TITLIS Cliff Walk – the highest suspension bridge in
Europe. Later drive to one of the most beautiful cities in Switzerland - Lucerne. View the
Lion Monument and the Kapellbrucke (wooden bridge). Enjoy some free time to shop for
famous Swiss watches, knives, souvenirs, and chocolates.
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Overnight in Central Switzerland. (Breakfast/Dinner)

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 8 : Depart and fly back home.
 

Your Holiday ends, today it’s time to fly back home. Check out and depart for the airport
for the flight home. (Breakfast)

Breakfast  
 
 
 

Highlights
  
•An extensive tour at an honest price.
•Visit the 2nd level of the Eiffel Tower.
•City tour of Paris with a local guide.
•View the magnificent Grand Place and Manneken Pis Statue.
•Visit Mini Europe – The best miniature park in Europe.
•Marvel at the Cologne Cathedral - a gothic masterpiece. 
•Visit the heart of the beautiful Black Forest. 
•Opt to visit the top of Europe – excursion to Jungfraujoch. (Optional)
•Witness breathtaking mountain peaks and glaciers at Mt. Titlis.
•Orientation tour of beautiful Lucerne.
•Service of multilingual & knowledgeable tour manager who will accompany you throughout the tour.
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